# American Literature: a selective list of reference sources

This guide lists items found mainly in the HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES LIBRARY (McLennan-Redpath), unless otherwise indicated. Many more titles are available in McGill libraries. Please check the Catalogue by author, title, subject, and keyword. Please ask library staff at the Reference Desk for assistance.

## GUIDES TO THE LITERATURE (General)

### Literary Research Guide: an Annotated Listing of Reference Sources in English Literary Studies, 2nd ed
Ref Z2011 H34 1998

### Reference Works in British and American Literature
Ref Z2011 B74 1998

### Research Guide for Undergraduate Students: English and American Literature (new edition on order)
Ref PR56 B34 1995

## HANDBOOKS, DICTIONARIES, ENCYCLOPEDIAS

### Benét's Reader's Encyclopedia of American Literature
Ref PS21 B46 1991

### Cambridge Handbook of American Literature
Ref PS21 C36 1986

### Columbia Companion to the Twentieth-Century American Short Story
Ref PS374 S5 C57 2000

### Dictionary of American Literary Characters (2 vols.)
Ref PS374 C43 D5 2002

### Encyclopedia of Transcendentalism
Ref PS217 T7 E53 1996

### Harper Handbook to Literature, 2nd ed.
Ref PN41 F75 1997

### New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics
Ref PN1021 N39 1993

### Oxford Companion to American Literature, 6th ed.
Ref PS21 H3 1995

### Oxford Companion to American Theatre
Ref PN2220 B6 2004

### Oxford Encyclopedia of American Literature (4 vols.)
Ref PS21 O94 2004

### Oxford Companion to Women's Writing in the United States
Ref PS147 O94 1995

Ref PS21 B46 2002

### Reference Guide to American Literature, 4th ed.
Ref PS129 R44 2000

## BIO-BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOURCES

### African American Authors, 1745-1945: a Bio-Bibliographical Critical Sourcebook
Ref PS153 N5 A32 2000

### Afro-American Writers, 1940-1955
Ref PN451 D4 v.76

### Afro-American Writers Before the Harlem Renaissance
Ref PN451 D4 v.38

### American Naturalistic and Realistic Novelists: a Bibliographical Dictionary
Ref PS374 N29 A67 2002

### American Women Prose Writers to 1820
Ref PS451 D4 v. 200

### American Women Writers 1900-1945: a bio-bibliographical critical sourcebook
Ref PB151 A45 2000

### American Writers: A Critical Reference Guide From Colonial Times to the Present. 2nd ed. 4 v.
Ref PS147 A4 2000

### American Writers: A Collection of Literary Biographies, 8 vol. + supplements
Ref PS129 A55

Ref Z1224 C6

### Contemporary Gay American Novelists: a Bio-bibliographical Critical Sourcebook
Ref PS374 H63 C66 1993

### Contemporary Gay American poets and playwrights: an A-Z guide
Ref PS325 C665 2003

### Contemporary Jewish-American Novelists: a Bio-critical Sourcebook
Ref PS374 J48 C66 1997

### Contemporary Lesbian Writers of the United States: a Bio-bibliographical Critical Sourcebook
Ref PS153 L46 C65 1993

### Dictionary of Native American Literature
Ref PM155 D53 1994

### Encyclopedia of American Literature
Ref PS21 E53 2002

### Encyclopedia of American Poetry: the nineteenth century
Ref PS216 E53 1998

### Encyclopedia of Southern Literature
Ref PS261 S515 1997

### Essential Black Literature Guide
Ref Z1039 B56 V35

### Gay and Lesbian Literature, 2 vols.
Ref PN56 H57 G363 1998

### Greenwood Encyclopedia of American Poets and Poetry 5v.
Ref PS303 G74 2006

### Harlem Renaissance and Beyond: Literary Biographies of 100 Black Women Writers, 1900-1945
Ref PS153 N5 R65 1990

### Latino and Latina Writers (2v)
Ref PS153 H56 L39 2004

### Native American Writers of the United States: a Bio-Bibliographical Critical Sourcebook
Ref PS217 W64 N56 1997

### Oxford Companion to African-American Literature
Ref PS153 N5 O96 1997

### Thematic guide to the American Novel
Ref PS373 A33 2002

## ANNUAL CRITICAL SURVEYS

Ref PS3 A47

Ref PN80 Y43

### Year's Work in English Studies. Vol. 1 (1919/20) +
Ref PE58 E6

## BIBLIOGRAPHY– FICTION (GENERAL)

### American Short Fiction Criticism and Scholarship, 1959-1977: a Checklist
Ref Z1231 F4W43
Articles On American Literature... and Supplements (1900-1975). 3 vols. Ref Z1225 L49 etc.
Twentieth Century Short Story Explication: Interpretations, 1900-1960 + Supplements to 1993 Ref Z5917 S5W33

BIBLIOGRAPHY - FICTION (CULTURE-SPECIFIC)
American Ethnic Literatures: Native American, African American, Chicano/Latino and Asian American... Ref Z1229 E87 P43 1992
American Indian Literatures: an Introduction, Bibliographic Review and Selected Bibliography Ref Z1229 J52 R86 1990
Asian American Literature: an Annotated Bibliography Ref Z1229 A75 C47 1988
Asian American Literature: Reviews and Criticism of Works by American Writers of Asian Descent Ref P5153 A84 A82 1999
Black-Jewish Relations in African American and Jewish American Fiction Ref Z1229 N39 W55 1998
Contemporary Native American Literature: a Selected and Partially Annotated Bibliography Ref Z1229 I52 J32 (1977)
Native American in American Literature: a Selectively Annotated Bibliography Ref Z1229 I5 R64 1985

BIBLIOGRAPHY - POETRY
Guide to American Poetry Explication: V.1= Colonial & Nineteenth Century Ref Z1231 P7 G85 1989
Guide to American Poetry Explication: V.2= Modern & Contemporary Ref Z1231 P7 G852 1989

BIBLIOGRAPHY - THEATRE/DRAMA
American Drama Criticism Interpretations 1890-1977 + (supplements) Ref Z1231 D7 P3
American Playwrights, 1800-1945: a Research and Production Sourcebook Ref Z1231 D7 A52 1995
American Theatre History: an Annotated Bibliography Ref Z5781 T25 1992
Guide to American Drama Explication Ref Z1231 D7 084 1995
Political Left in the American Theatre of the 1930's: a Bibliographic Sourcebook Ref Z1231 D7 D84 1992
United States Theatre: a Bibliography to 1990 Ref Z1231 D7 S55 1993

BIBLIOGRAPHY - DIARIES/AUTOBIOGRAPHIES
American Diaries: an Annotated Bibliography of Published American Diaries and Journals Ref Z5305 U5 A74 1983
Bibliography of American Autobiographies Ref Z1224 K3
Published Diaries and Letters of American Women: an Annotated Bibliography Ref Z5305 U5 G66 1987

Additional reference sources, bibliographies and other sources which deal exclusively with specific genres, regions, literary periods, groups of people and individual authors are listed on MUSE, the McGill online catalogue under the appropriate Library of Congress Subject Headings. MUSE may also be searched by keyword. A few sample Library of Congress headings are as follows:

s=American fiction--Southern states s=Frontier and pioneer life in literature
s=American literature--Colonial period s=Literature and society--United States
s=American poetry s=Theater--United States
s=Whitman, Walt 1819-1892--Bibliography s=African American authors